
Quarter 1 at a Glance – 7th Grade 
Math/ELA – 5 days/week; Science/History 2-3 days/week 

August September October 
MATH: Review of Numerical Relationships & 

Properties (2 weeks) 
Number System & Integers (1 week) 

MATH: Number System & Integers (4 weeks)  MATH: Expressions, Equations and 
Inequalities (2 weeks) 

Review (1 week) 

ELA: War and Peace/Short Story (3 weeks) ELA: War and Peace/Short Story (4 weeks) ELA: Perseverance/Short Story (2 weeks) 
The Outsiders (1 week) 

ELA WRITING:  
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 
Introduction to the Essay (3 weeks) 

ELA WRITING:   
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Fictional & Autobiographical Essay (4 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Fictional & Autobiographical Essay (3 weeks) 

SCIENCE: Cell Biology (3 weeks) SCIENCE: Cell Biology (3 weeks) 
Genetics (1 week) 

SCIENCE: Genetics (3 weeks) 

HISTORY: Roman Empire (3 weeks) HISTORY: Islam (4 weeks) HISTORY: Islam (3 weeks) 

MATH 
Students will be able to independently apply their learning of mathematical relationships and properties to this year’s mathematics 

curriculum. 

 
Review of Numerical      
Relationships & Properties   Number Systems & Integers    Expressions, Equations and Inequalities 
Describing Patterns  Comparing and Ordering Integers  Writing Expressions and Equations 
Variables and Expressions  Adding Integers    Simplifying Expressions 
Powers and Exponents  Subtracting Integers   Solving Addition and Subtraction Equations 
Order of Operations  Multiplying Integers   Solving Multiplication and Division Equations 
    Dividing Integers    Solving Two-Step Equations 
    Rational Numbers    Solving Inequalities 
    Extension – Converting Rational to Decimals Extension – Multi-step with Fractions and Decimals  
    Distributive Property 
 
7.NS.A.1     I can apply what I have learned about addition and subtraction to add and subtract rational numbers. 
7.NS.A.1     I can show addition and subtraction on a horizontal or vertical number line diagram. 
7.NS.A.1A  I can describe situations where  opposite quantities combine to make 0 (ex: A hydrogen atom has 0 charged  because its 

two constituents are oppositely charged.). 
7.NS.A.1B   I can demonstrate and explain how when adding two numbers p + q: if q is positive, the sum of p and q will be |q|spaces 

to the right of p on a number line; and if q is negative, the sum of p and q will be |q|spaces to the right of p on a number 
line. 

7.NS.A.1B   I can explain and justify why the sum of p + q is located a distance of |q| in the positive or negative direction from p on a 
number line. 

7.NS.A.1C   I can represent how the distance between two rational numbers on a number line is the absolute value of their difference 
and apply this to real-world situations. 

7.NS.A.1C   I can identify subtraction of rational numbers as adding the additive inverse property to subtract rational numbers, p-
q=p+(- q). 

7.NS.A.1D   I can use properties of operations as strategies to add and subtract rational numbers. 
7.NS.A.2      I can apply what I have learned about multiplication and division of fractions to multiply and divide rational numbers. 
7.NS.A.2A   I can recognize and describe the rules when multiplying signed numbers and apply the order of operations, 

    particularly the distributive property, to multiply rational numbers (ex: (-1)(-1)=1). 
7.NS.A.2A   I can use the products of rational numbers to describe real-world situations. 
7.NS.A.2B   I can explain why integers can be divided except when the divisor is 0 and describe why the quotient is always a rational 

number. 
7.NS.A.2B   I can understand and describe the rules when dividing signed numbers and integers and recognize that -(p/q)=(-p)/q=p/(-

q). 
7.NS.A.2B   I can use the quotient of rational numbers to describe real-world situations 
7.NS.A.2C   I can identify how properties of operations can be used to multiply and divide rational numbers (ex: distributive property, 

multiplicative inverse property, multiplicative identity, commutative property for multiplication and associative property 
for multiplication). 

7.NS.A.2D   I can change a rational number to a decimal using long division and explain how the decimal form of a 
    rational number ends in zeroes or repeats. 

7.NS.A.3      I can add, subtract, multiply and divide rational numbers. 
7.NS.A.3   I can solve real-world problems by adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing rational numbers, including complex 

fractions. 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
War and Peace: Students explore the human condition to determine when conflict is warranted, and when peace should prevail. Students 
explore the roots and consequences of prejudice, racism, and/or stereotyping in a particular society, as well as citizens’ attempts to survive 
oppression and/or to promote peace. Evidence-based writing explains the genesis and outcomes of a particular conflict, including victims’ 
survival attempts.  

 
Perseverance: Students read a variety of real and fictionalized accounts of people who demonstrated perseverance against overwhelming 
odds. Students explore external and internal conflicts among people who succeed. Evidence- based writing focuses on explaining how 
particular story elements (e.g., setting, character, plot) interact to provide a complex account of an author’s perspective or purpose.  
 

 
I can read, understand and discuss the fiction stories I read. 
RL.7.1  I can refer to the text to find several examples to support my thoughts and inferences about a story. 
RL.7.2  I can use details from the text to determine the theme or message of a story. 
RL.7.2  I can give an unbiased summary of a story. 
RL.7.3  I can explain how elements of a story work together. 
RL.7.4  I can figure out the deeper meanings of words and phrases as they are used in a story. 
RL.7.4  I can identify several types of figurative language in a text. 
RL.7.4  I can determine how rhymes and sound repetitions influence a text. 
RL.7.5  I can explain how the structure of a drama or poem helps me understand its meaning (ex: soliloquy and sonnet). 
RL.7.6  I can think and talk about how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of the different characters or narrators in a text. 
RL.7.9  I can compare and contrast a fictional portrayal of a time, place, or character and a historical account of the same period as a means 

of understanding how authors of fiction use or alter history.  
 
I can understand and collaborate with all kinds of people. 
SL.7.1  I can effectively participate in different types of discussions and with different people about 7th grade topics, texts and issues. 
SL.7.1  I can build on others’ ideas and express my own ideas clearly in discussions with others. 
SL.7.1A  I can come to discussions prepared to share my ideas because I have read or studied the required material. 
SL.7.1A  I can participate in discussions more effectively by using examples and evidence from the text to help me reflect on the ideas in the 

discussion. 
SL.7.1C  I can ask questions and comment about a topic to encourage others to respond and stay on topic during discussions. 
SL.7.1D  I can consider other points of view that may change my own understanding during discussions with others. 
SL.7.2  I can analyze the main ideas and supporting details when information is presented in diverse media or formats (visually, orally or in 

numbers). 
SL.7.2  I can explain how the ideas presented in diverse media and different formats clarify a topic, text or issue. 
SL.7.3  I can outline specific claims and link them to a speaker's argument. 
SL.7.3  I can determine whether or not there is enough relevant evidence to support an argument. 

 

 

MATH 
7.EE.1  I can apply properties of operations as strategies to add, subtract, factor, and expand linear expressions with rational 

coefficients.  
7.EE.2  I can understand that rewriting an expression in different forms in a problem context can shed light on the problem and 

how the quantities in it are related. For example, a + 0.05a = 1.05a means that “increase by 5%” is the same as “multiply 
by 1.05.”  

7.EE.3.A  I can solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative rational numbers in any form 
(whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically. 

7.EE.3.B I can apply properties of operations to calculate with numbers in any form; convert between forms as appropriate; and 
assess the reasonableness of answers using mental computation and estimation strategies. For example: If a woman 
making $25 an hour gets a 10% raise, she will make an additional 1/10 of her salary an hour, or $2.50, for a new salary of 
$27.50. If you want to place a towel bar 9 3/4 inches long in the center of a door that is 27 1/2 inches wide, you will need to 
place the bar about 9 inches from each edge; this estimate can be used as a check on the exact computation.  

7.EE.4 I can use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct simple equations and 
inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities.  

7.EE.4.A I can solve word problems leading to equations of the form px + q = r and p(x + q) = r, where p, q, and r are specific rational 
numbers. 
I can solve equations of these forms fluently. 
I can compare an algebraic solution to an arithmetic solution, identifying the sequence of the operations used in each 
approach. For example, the perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm. Its length is 6 cm. What is its width?  

7.EE.4.B I can solve word problems leading to inequalities of the form px + q > r or px + q < r, where p, q, and r are specific rational 
numbers. 
I can graph the solution set of the inequality and interpret it in the context of the problem. For example: As a salesperson, 
you are paid $50 per week plus $3 per sale. This week you want your pay to be at least $100. Write an inequality for the 
number of sales you need to make, and describe the solutions. 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS – WRITING 
W.7.1 Writing Strategies  

Students write clear, coherent, and focused essays. The writing exhibits students’ awareness of the audience and purpose. Essays contain 
formal introductions, supporting evidence, and conclusions. Students’ progress through the stages of the writing process as needed.  
 
I can create different types of writing for different reasons.  
W.7.2  I can write organized and informative pieces, with relevant content, to explore a topic and express ideas, concepts and 

information. 
W.7.4  I can produce clear writing with appropriate development, organization and style to suit my task, purpose and audience. 
W.7.5  I can plan, revise, edit, rewrite or try a new approach in my writing with some help from peers and adults. 
W.7.9   I can gather evidence from fiction or informational texts to support my investigation, thinking and research. 
W.7.10  I can write with stamina for short time frames or over a longer period of time depending on my purpose, audience and 

topic. 
 
Organization and Focus  
W.7.2 I can create an organizational structure that balances all aspects of the composition and uses effective transitions between 
 sentences to unify important ideas.  
W.7.3  I can support all statements and claims with anecdotes, descriptions, facts and statistics, and specific examples.  
W.7.3  I can use strategies of notetaking, outlining, and summarizing to impose structure on composition drafts.  
 
Research and Technology  
W.7.4   I can identify topics; ask and evaluate questions; and develop ideas leading to inquiry, investigation, and research.  
W.7.6  I can give credit for both quoted and paraphrased information in a bibliography by using a consistent and sanctioned 

format and methodology for citations.  
W.7.6  I can create documents by using word-processing skills and publishing programs; develop simple databases and 

spreadsheets to manage information and prepare reports. 
 
Evaluation and Revision  
W.7.5  I can revise writing to improve organization and word choice after checking the logic of the ideas and the precision of the 

vocabulary.  
 
Using the writing strategies of grade seven outlined in Content Writing Standard 1.0, students: 
 
W.7.3  Write fictional or autobiographical narratives. 
 
W.7.3  I can develop a standard plot line (having a beginning, conflict, rising action, climax, and denouement) and point of view. 
W.7.3   I can develop complex major and minor characters and a definite setting. 
W.7.3 I can use a range of appropriate strategies (e.g., dialogue; suspense; naming of specific narrative action, including 

movement, gestures, and expressions). 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
I can share my ideas and knowledge. 
SL.7.4  I can give a presentation that makes claims using relevant descriptions facts, details and examples 
SL.7.4  I can use appropriate eye contact and volume, as well as speak clearly, when I present ideas to others. 
SL.7.6  I can change my way of speaking for a variety of situations and tasks and show that I can use formal English when necessary and 

appropriate. 
 
I can use correct English when I write and speak. 
L.7.1B  I can identify the differences between simple, compound, complex and compound-complex sentences and know when to use the 

different sentence types to clarify ideas. 
L.7.2  I can show that I know how to write sentences accurately. 
L.7.4   I can determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 
L.7.4.A  I can use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence or paragraph; a word’s position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the 

meaning of a word or phrase. 
L.7.4.B  I can use common, grade-appropriate Greek or Latin affixes and roots as clues to the meaning of a word (e.g., belligerent, bellicose, 

rebel).  

 
I can use what I know about language in different situations. 
L.7.3  I can use what I know about the English language to write, speak, read and listen. 
L.7.6  I can acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary 

knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression.  
spreadsheets to manage information and prepare reports. 



 

HISTORY  

World History and Geography:  
Medieval and Early Modern Times 
 
7.1 Students analyze the causes and effects of the vast expansion and ultimate disintegration of the Roman Empire.  
7.1.0 Study the early strengths and lasting contributions of Rome (e.g., significance of Roman citizenship; rights under 

Roman law; Roman art, architecture, engineering, and philosophy; preservation and transmission of Christianity) and 
its ultimate internal weaknesses (e.g., rise of autonomous military powers within the empire, undermining of 
citizenship by the growth of corruption and slavery, lack of education, and distribution of news). 

7.1.1 Discuss the geographic borders of the empire at its height and the factors that threatened its territorial cohesion. 
7.1.2 Describe the establishment by Constantine of the new capital in Constantinople and the development of the Byzantine 

Empire, with an emphasis on the consequences of the development of two distinct European civilizations, Eastern 
Orthodox and Roman Catholic, and their two distinct views on church-state relations. 

 
7.2 Students analyze the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the civilizations of Islam in the 

Middle Ages. 
7.2.1 Identify the physical features and describe the climate of the Arabian Peninsula, its relationship to surrounding bodies 

of land and water, and nomadic and sedentary ways of life. 
7.2.2 Trace the origins of Islam and the life and teachings of Muhammad, including Islamic teachings on the connection with 

Judaism and Christianity. 
7.2.3 Explain the significance of the Qur’an and the Sunnah as the primary sources of Islamic beliefs, practice, and law, and 

their influence in Muslims’ daily life. 
7.2.4 Discuss the expansion of Muslim rule through military conquests and treaties, emphasizing the cultural blending within 

Muslim civilization and the spread and acceptance of Islam and the Arabic language. 
7.2.5 Describe the growth of cities and the establishment of trade routes among Asia, Africa, and Europe, the products and 

inventions that traveled along these routes (e.g., spices, textiles, paper, steel, new crops), and the role of merchants in 
Arab society. 

7.2.6 Understand the intellectual exchanges among Muslim scholars of Eurasia and Africa and the contributions Muslim 
scholars made to later civilizations in the areas of science, geography, mathematics, philosophy, medicine, art, and 
literature. 

 

SCIENCE 
 
6.1 Cell Biology 

All living organisms are composed of cells, from just one to many trillions, whose details usually are visible only 
through a microscope. As a basis for understanding this concept: 

  
6.1.A Students know cells function similarly in all living organisms.  
6.1.B Students know the characteristics that distinguish plant cells from animal cells, including chloroplasts and cell walls.  
6.1.C Students know the nucleus is the repository for genetic information in plant and animal cells.  
6.1.D Students know that mitochondria liberate energy for the work that cells do and that chloroplasts capture sunlight 

energy for photosynthesis.  
6.1.E Students know cells divide to increase their numbers through a process of mitosis, which results in two daughter cells 

with identical sets of chromosomes.  
6.1.F Students know that as multicellular organisms develop, their cells differentiate.  
 
6.2 Genetics  

A typical cell of any organism contains genetic instructions that specify its traits. Those traits may be modified by 
environmental influences. As a basis for understanding this concept:  

6.2.A Students know the differences between the life cycles and reproduction methods of sexual and asexual organisms.  
6.2.B Students know sexual reproduction produces offspring that inherit half their genes from each parent.  
6.2.C Students know an inherited trait can be determined by one or more genes.  
6.2.D Students know plant and animal cells contain many thousands of different genes and typically have two copies of every 

gene. The two copies (or alleles) of the gene may or may not be identical, and one may be dominant in determining 
the phenotype while the other is recessive.  

6.2.E Students know DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the genetic material of living organisms and is located in the 
chromosomes of each cell.  

 

 

 



Quarter 2 at a Glance – 7th Grade 
Math/ELA – 5 days/week; Science/History 2-3 days/week 

October/November December January 
MATH: Expressions, Equations and 

Inequalities (3 weeks) 
MATH: Expressions, Equations and 

Inequalities (1 week) 
Ratios and Proportions (1 week) 

MATH:  Ratios and Proportions (3 weeks) 
Review (1 week) 

ELA: Perseverance/The Outsiders (3 weeks) ELA: Perseverance/The Outsiders (1 week) 
Chernowitz! (1 week) 

ELA: Survival/Chernowitz (4 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Responses to Literature (3 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Research Reports (2 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Research Reports (4 weeks) 

SCIENCE: Evolution (3 weeks) SCIENCE: Evolution (2 weeks) SCIENCE: Earth & Life History (4 weeks)  

HISTORY: China in the Middle Ages (3 weeks) HISTORY: Ghana and Mali in Medieval Africa 
(2 weeks)  

HISTORY: Ghana and Mali in Medieval Africa 
(1 week) 

Medieval Japan (3 weeks) 

MATH 
 
Unit Goals: 
 
Expressions, Equations and Inequalities    Ratios and Proportions 
Writing Expressions and Equations     Ratios 
Simplifying Expressions      Rates 
Solving Addition and Subtraction Equations    Slope 
Solving Multiplication and Division Equations    Writing and Solving Proportions 
Solving Two-Step Equations      Solving Proportions Using Cross Product 
Solving Inequalities      Scale Drawing and Models 
Extension - Multi-Step with Fractions and Decimals 
 
I can use properties of operations to create equivalent expressions. 
 
7.EE.A.1   I can apply properties of operations to add, subtract, factor and expand linear expressions with rational coefficients. 
7.EE.A.2   I can rewrite an expression in a different form if needed. 
7.EE.B.3  I can solve multi-step real-world and mathematical problems using positive and negative rational numbers in any form 

(whole numbers, fractions and decimals). 
7.EE.B.3   I can determine if an answer makes sense using mental computation and estimation strategies. 
7.EE.B.4   I can use variables to represent numbers in real world or mathematical problems and make reasonable simple equations 

and inequalities to solve problems. 
7.EE.B.4A  I can identify and fluently solve equations in the form px+q=r and p(x+q)=r (ex: The perimeter of a rectangle is 54 cm. Its 

length is 6 cm. What is its width?). 
7.EE.B.4A  I can compare an arithmetic solution to an algebraic solution. 
7.EE.B.4B  I can write and solve word problems leading to inequalities in the form px+q>r or px+q<r. 
7.EE.B.4B  I can graph and explain the solution of an inequality. 
 
I can examine how one item relates to another and use this information to solve problems.  
7.RP.A.1  I can calculate the unit rate for real life situations by breaking down the ratio (fractions) and dividing to solve the problem 

to find the relationship between two units.  
7.RP.A.2   I can recognize and represent a proportion as a statement of equality between two ratios. 
7.RP.A.2A  I can analyze two ratios to determine if they are proportional to one another with a variety of strategies (ex: using tables, 

graphs or pictures).  
7.RP.A.2B  I can define constant of proportionality as a unit rate.  
7.RP.A.2B  I can analyze tables, graphs, equations, diagrams and verbal descriptions to identify unit rate.  
7.RP.A.2C  I can represent proportional relationships by writing equations.  
7.RP.A.2D  I can explain what the points on a graph of a proportional relationship mean in terms of a specific situation and recognize 

what (0,0) and (1,r) on a graph represents, where r is the unit rate. 

 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
 
Perseverance: Students read a variety of real and fictionalized accounts of people who demonstrated perseverance against overwhelming 
odds. Students explore external and internal conflicts among people who succeed. Evidence- based writing focuses on explaining how 
particular story elements (e.g., setting, character, plot) interact to provide a complex account of an author’s perspective or purpose.  

 
Survival: Students encounter brushes with death through survival stories that explore the classic literary conflict between the individual 
and nature. Students evaluate factual, fictional and film representations of survival against all odds. Evidence-based writing focuses on 
crafting an argument about risk taking in wilderness settings.  
 
 
I can read, understand and discuss the fiction stories I read. 
RL.7.1  I can refer to the text to find several examples to support my thoughts and inferences about a story. 
RL.7.2  I can use details from the text to determine the theme or message of a story. 
RL.7.2  I can give an unbiased summary of a story 
RL.7.3  I can explain how elements of a story work together. 
RL.7.4  I can figure out the deeper meanings of words and phrases as they are used in a story. 
RL.7.4  I can identify several types of figurative language in a text. 
RL.7.4  I can determine how rhymes and sound repetitions influence a text. 
RL.7.6  I can think and talk about how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of the different characters or narrators in a text. 
RL.7.7  I can compare and contrast the written version of a story, drama or poem to its multimedia or stage production. 
RL.7.7  I can identify unique production techniques of stage, film and multimedia (ex; lighting, sound, color or camera focus and angles in a 

film). 
RL.7.7  I can analyze how the effects of production techniques influence the meaning of a story 
RL.7.10  I can read and understand stories, dramas and poems at my grade level and above (with help where needed). 
 
 
I can use proper English when I write and speak. 
L.7.1B  I can identify the differences between simple, compound, complex and compound-complex sentences and know when to use the 

different sentence types to clarify ideas. 
L.7.2  I can show that I know how to write sentences accurately. 
L.7.4   I can determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and phrases based on grade 7 reading and content, 

choosing flexibly from a range of strategies. 
 
 
I can use what I know about language in different situations. 
L.7.3  I can use what I know about the English language to write, speak, read and listen. 
L.7.6  I can acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary 

knowledge when considering a word or phrase important to comprehension or expression.  
 
 
I can understand and collaborate with all kinds of people. 
SL.7.1  I can effectively participate in different types of discussions and with different people about 7th grade topics, texts and issues. 
SL.7.1  I can build on others’ ideas and express my own ideas clearly in discussions with others. 
SL.7.1A  I can come to discussions prepared to share my ideas because I have read or studied the required material. 
SL.7.1A  I can participate in discussions more effectively by using examples and evidence from the text to help me reflect on the ideas in the 

discussion. 
SL.7.1C  I can ask questions and comment about a topic to encourage others to respond and stay on topic during discussions. 
SL.7.1D  I can consider other points of view that may change my own understanding during discussions with others. 
SL.7.2  I can analyze the main ideas and supporting details when information is presented in diverse media or formats (visually, orally or in 

numbers). 
SL.7.2  I can explain how the ideas presented in diverse media and different formats clarify a topic, text or issue. 
SL.7.3  I can outline specific claims and link them to a speaker's argument. 
SL.7.3  I can determine whether or not there is enough relevant evidence to support an argument. 
SL.7.6  I can change my way of speaking for a variety of situations and tasks and show that I can use formal English when necessary and 

appropriate. 
 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS – WRITING 
 
I can create different types of writing for different reasons. 
 
W.7.1  I can write arguments and use clear reasons and relevant evidence to support my claims. 
W.7.2  I can write organized and informative pieces, with relevant content, to explore a topic and express ideas, concepts and information. 
W.7.4  I can produce clear writing with appropriate development, organization and style to suit my task, purpose and audience. 
W.7.5  I can plan, revise, edit, rewrite or try a new approach in my writing with some help from peers and adults. 
W.7.10  I can write with stamina for short time frames or over a longer period of time depending on my purpose, audience and topic. 
 

W.7.1 Writing Strategies  

Students write clear, coherent, and focused essays. The writing exhibits students’ awareness of the audience and purpose. Essays contain 
formal introductions, supporting evidence, and conclusions. Students’ progress through the stages of the writing process as needed.  
 
Organization and Focus  
W.7.2 I can create an organizational structure that balances all aspects of the composition and uses effective transitions between 
 sentences to unify important ideas.  
W.7.3  I can support all statements and claims with anecdotes, descriptions, facts and statistics, and specific examples.  
W.7.3  I can use strategies of notetaking, outlining, and summarizing to impose structure on composition drafts.  
 
Research and Technology  
W.7.4   I can identify topics; ask and evaluate questions; and develop ideas leading to inquiry, investigation, and research.  
W.7.6  I can give credit for both quoted and paraphrased information in a bibliography by using a consistent and sanctioned 

format and methodology for citations.  
W.7.6  I can create documents by using word-processing skills and publishing programs; develop simple databases and 

spreadsheets to manage information and prepare reports. 
 
Evaluation and Revision  
W.7.5  I can revise writing to improve organization and word choice after checking the logic of the ideas and the precision of the 

vocabulary.  
 
W.7.2  Write responses to literature  

W.7.2 I can develop interpretations exhibiting careful reading, understanding, and insight. 
W.7.2 I can organize interpretations around several clear ideas, premises, or images from the literary work. 
W.7.2 I can justify interpretations through sustained use of examples and textual evidence. 
 
W.7.7  Write research reports 
W.7.7 I can pose relevant and tightly drawn questions about the topic. 
W.7.1 I can convey clear and accurate perspectives on the subject. 
W.7.8 I can include evidence compiled through the formal research process (e.g., use of a card catalog, Reader’s Guide to Periodical 

Literature, a computer catalog, magazines, newspapers, dictionaries). 
W.7.8 I can document reference sources by means of footnotes and a bibliography. 

 

SCIENCE 
 
6.3 Evolution  

Biological evolution accounts for the diversity of species developed through gradual processes over many generations. As a basis for 
understanding this concept:  

6.3.A Students know both genetic variation and environmental factors are causes of evolution and diversity of organisms.  
6.3.B  Students know the reasoning used by Charles Darwin in reaching his conclusion that natural selection is the mechanism of 

evolution.  
6.3.C  Students know how independent lines of evidence from geology, fossils, and comparative anatomy provide the bases for the theory 

of evolution.  
6.3.D  Students know how to construct a simple branching diagram to classify living groups of organisms by shared derived characteristics 

and how to expand the diagram to include fossil organisms.  
6.3.E  Students know that extinction of a species occurs when the environment changes and the adaptive characteristics of a species are 

insufficient for its survival. 
  

 



 

 

 

HISTORY 
7.3 Students analyze the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the civilizations of China in the Middle Ages 
7.3.1 Describe the reunification of China under the Tang Dynasty and reasons for the spread of Buddhism in Tang China, Korea, and 

Japan. 
7.3.2 Describe agricultural, technological, and commercial developments during the Tang and Sung periods. 
7.3.3 Analyze the influences of Confucianism and changes in Confucian thought during the Sung and Mongol periods. 
7.3.4 Understand the importance of both overland trade and maritime expeditions between China and other civilizations in the Mongol 

Ascendancy and Ming Dynasty. 
7.3.5 Trace the historic influence of such discoveries as tea, the manufacture of paper, wood block printing, the compass, and 

gunpowder. 
7.3.6 Describe the development of the imperial state and the scholar-official class. 
 
7.4 Students analyze the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the sub-Saharan civilizations of Ghana and Mali 
in Medieval Africa.  
7.4.1 Study the Niger River and the relationship of vegetation zones of forest, savannah, and desert to trade in gold, salt, food, and slaves; 

and the growth of the Ghana and Mali empires. 
7.4.2 Analyze the importance of family, labor specialization, and regional commerce in the development of states and cities in West 

Africa. 
7.4.3 Describe the role of the trans-Saharan caravan trade in the changing religious and cultural characteristics of West Africa and the 

influence of Islamic beliefs, ethics, and law. 
7.4.4 Trace the growth of the Arabic language in government, trade, and Islamic scholarship in West Africa. 
7.4.5 Describe the importance of written and oral traditions in the transmission of African history and culture. 
 
7.5 Students analyze the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the civilizations of Medieval Japan.  
7.5.1 Describe the significance of Japan’s proximity to China and Korea and the intellectual, linguistic, religious, and philosophical 

influence of those countries on Japan. 
7.5.2 Discuss the reign of Prince Shotoku of Japan and the characteristics of Japanese society and family life during his reign. 
7.5.3 Describe the values, social customs, and traditions prescribed by the lord-vassal system consisting of shogun, daimyo, and samurai 

and the lasting influence of the warrior code in the twentieth century. 
7.5.4 Trace the development of distinctive forms of Japanese Buddhism. 
7.5.5 Study the ninth and tenth centuries’ golden age of literature, art, and drama and its lasting effects on culture today, including 

Murasaki Shikibu’s Tale of Genji. 
7.5.6 Analyze the rise of a military society in the late twelfth century and the role of the samurai in that society. 

SCIENCE 
 
6.4 Earth and Life History (Earth Sciences)  

Evidence from rocks allows us to understand the evolution of life on Earth. As a basis for understanding this concept:  
6.4.A  Students know Earth processes today are similar to those that occurred in the past and slow geologic processes have large 

cumulative effects over long periods of time.  
6.4.B  Students know the history of life on Earth has been disrupted by major catastrophic events, such as major volcanic eruptions or the 

impacts of asteroids.  
6.4.C  Students know that the rock cycle includes the formation of new sediment and rocks and that rocks are often found in layers, with 

the oldest generally on the bottom.  
6.4.D  Students know that evidence from geologic layers and radioactive dating indicates Earth is approximately 4.6 billion years old and 

that life on this planet has existed for more than 3 billion years.  
6.4.E Students know fossils provide evidence of how life and environmental conditions have changed.  
6.4.F  Students know how movements of Earth’s continental and oceanic plates through time, with associated changes in climate and 

geographic connections, have affected the past and present distribution of organisms.  
6.4.G  Students know how to explain significant developments and extinctions of plant and animal life on the geologic time scale.  

 



Quarter 3 at a Glance – 7th Grade 
Math/ELA – 5 days/week; Science/History 2-3 days/week 

February March April 
Ratios and Proportions (3 weeks) Percents (4 weeks) 

 
Geometric Figures (2 weeks) 

ELA: Survival/The Endless Steppe (3 weeks)  ELA: Science or Fiction?/The Endless Steppe 
(1 week)/The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 

(3 weeks) 

ELA: Science or Fiction?/The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer (2 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Research Reports (3 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Persuasive Compositions (4 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Persuasive Compositions (2 weeks) 

SCIENCE: Earth & Life History (1 week) 
Structure & Function in Living Systems 

(2 weeks) 

SCIENCE: Structure & Function in Living 
Systems (3 weeks) 

Physical Principals in Living Systems (1 week) 

SCIENCE: Physical Principals in Living Systems 
(2 weeks) 

HISTORY: Medieval Europe (3 weeks) HISTORY: Meso-American and Andean 
Civilizations (3 weeks) 
Renaissance (1 week) 

HISTORY: Renaissance (2 weeks) 

MATH 
 
Ratios and Proportions   Percents     Geometric Figures 
Ratios     Percents, Fractions, Proportions, & Decimals Angles 
Rates     The Percent Equation   Special Pairs of Angles 
Slope     Percent Increase and Decrease  Extension – Solving Algebraically 
Writing and Solving Proportions  Discounts, Markups, Sales Tax, & Tips  Triangles 
Solving Proportions using Cross Product Simple Interest 
Scale Drawing and Models 
 
I can examine how one item relates to another and use this information to solve problems. 
7.RP.A.2   I can recognize and represent a proportion as a statement of equality between two ratios. 
7.RP.A.2A  I can analyze two ratios to determine if they are proportional to one another with a variety of strategies (ex: using tables, 

graphs or pictures). 
7.RP.A.2B  I can define constant of proportionality as a unit rate. 
7.RP.A.2B  I can analyze tables, graphs, equations, diagrams and verbal descriptions to identify unit rate. 
7.RP.A.2C  I can represent proportional relationships by writing equations. 
7.RP.A.2D  I can explain what the points on a graph of a proportional relationship mean in terms of a specific situation and recognize 

what (0,0) and (1,r) on a graph represents, where r is the unit rate. 
 
7.RP.3  I can use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent problems. Examples: simple interest, tax, markups 

and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and decrease, percent error.  
 
I can draw, construct and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationships between them. 
7.G.A.1   I can solve problems with scale drawings of geometric figures. 
7.G.A.1   I can figure out actual lengths and areas from a scale drawing and use them to create a different sized scaled drawing. 
7.G.A.2   I can draw geometric shapes with given conditions either freehand, with a ruler and protractor or with technology 
7.G.A.2  I can recognize and draw a triangle when given three measurements: three side lengths; three angle measurements; or a 

combination of side lengths and angle measurements. 
7.G.B.5  I can use properties of supplementary, complementary, vertical and adjacent angles in multi-step problems to write and 

solve simple equations for an unknown angle in a figure. 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
 
Survival: Students encounter brushes with death through survival stories that explore the classic literary conflict between the individual and 
nature. Students evaluate factual, fictional and film representations of survival against all odds. Evidence-based writing focuses on crafting 
an argument about risk taking in wilderness settings.  

 
Science or Fiction?: Students enter worlds that do not exist, and weigh scientific fact against science fiction. Students make connections 
among real and fictionalized science as they trace the logic of storylines. Students write arguments about issues surfaced in their 
examination of science fiction.  
 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
 
I can read, understand and discuss the fiction stories I read. 
RL.7.1  I can refer to the text to find several examples to support my thoughts and inferences about a story. 
RL.7.2  I can use details from the text to determine the theme or message of a story. 
RL.7.2  I can give an unbiased summary of a story 
RL.7.3  I can explain how elements of a story work together. 
RL.7.4  I can figure out the deeper meanings of words and phrases as they are used in a story. 
RL.7.4  I can identify several types of figurative language in a text. 
RL.7.4  I can determine how rhymes and sound repetitions influence a text. 
RL.7.5  I can analyze how a drama’s or poem’s form or structure (e.g., soliloquy, sonnet) contributes to its meaning.  
RL.7.6  I can think and talk about how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of the different characters or narrators in a text. 
RL.7.7  I can compare and contrast a written story, drama, or poem to its audio, filmed, staged, or multimedia version, analyzing the effects 

of techniques unique to each medium (e.g., lighting, sound, color, or camera focus and angles in a film).  
RL.7.10  I can read and understand stories, dramas and poems at my grade level and above (with help where needed). 
SL.7.2  I can analyze the main ideas and supporting details when information is presented in diverse media or formats (visually, orally or in 

numbers). 
SL.7.1  I can engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on 

grade 7 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.  
SL.7.2  I can explain how the ideas presented in diverse media and different formats clarify a topic, text or issue. 
SL.7.3  I can delineate a speaker's argument and specific claims, evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and the relevance and 

sufficiency of the evidence.  
SL.7.6  I can adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.  
 
I can understand and collaborate with all kinds of people. 
L.7.1B  I can identify the differences between simple, compound, complex and compound-complex sentences and know when to use the 

different sentence types to clarify ideas. 
L.7.2  I can show that I know how to write sentences accurately. 
 
I can use what I know about language in different situations. 
L.7.3  I can use what I know about the English language to write, speak, read and listen. 
 
I can determine what words mean and use them in different situations. 
L.7.4  I can determine the meanings of words by using the strategies I have learned and by thinking about what I have read. 
L.7.4A  I can use context clues to figure out what words or phrases mean. 
L.7.4C  I can use print and digital reference sources to help me find the pronunciations and clarify the meanings and parts of speech for new 

words or phrases. 
L.7.4D  I can make a guess about a word or phrase's meaning and then check my understanding using reference materials. 
L.7.5  I can show that I understand the deeper meanings of words and phrases. 
L.7.6  I can learn and use new vocabulary appropriate for seventh grade. 
L.7.6  I can show new knowledge of vocabulary when I think about how words or phrases are important to meaning or expression. 

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS – WRITING 
 
W.7.2 I can write organized and informative pieces, with relevant content, to explore atopic and express ideas concepts and information. 
 
W.7.3 I can write narrative stories with good technique appropriate detailed descriptions and logical sequences. 
W.7.3A  I can gain the reader's attention by introducing ideas, a point of view, a narrator and/or characters. 
W.7.3A  I can organize events in a narrative in a natural and logical order. 
W.7.3C  I can use different types of transition words to show the sequence of events or shifts in the time or settings of my stories. 
W.7.3D  I can use very specific words and phrases, descriptive details and sensory language to reveal the action and experiences of a story. 
W.7.3E  I can write conclusions by reflecting on experiences and events I have shared in my stories. 
 
I can improve my writing and publish it for others to read. 
W.7.4  I can produce clear writing with appropriate development, organization and style to suit my task, purpose and audience. 
W.7.5  I can plan, revise, edit, rewrite or try a new approach in my writing with some help from peers and adults. 
W.7.6  I can use different forms of technology to create and publish my writing. 
W.7.6  I can appropriately link to and cite the different technology sources I have used in my writing. 
W.7.6  I can use technology to interact and collaborate with others. 
W.7.10  I can write with stamina for short time frames or over a longer period of time depending on my purpose, audience and topic. 
 



 

 

SCIENCE 
 
6.4 Earth and Life History (Earth Sciences)  

Evidence from rocks allows us to understand the evolution of life on Earth. As a basis for understanding this concept:  
6.4.A  Students know Earth processes today are similar to those that occurred in the past and slow geologic processes have large 

cumulative effects over long periods of time.  
6.4.B  Students know the history of life on Earth has been disrupted by major catastrophic events, such as major volcanic eruptions or the 

impacts of asteroids.  
6.4.C  Students know that the rock cycle includes the formation of new sediment and rocks and that rocks are often found in layers, with 

the oldest generally on the bottom.  
6.4.D  Students know that evidence from geologic layers and radioactive dating indicates Earth is approximately 4.6 billion years old and 

that life on this planet has existed for more than 3 billion years.  
6.4.E Students know fossils provide evidence of how life and environmental conditions have changed.  
6.4.F  Students know how movements of Earth’s continental and oceanic plates through time, with associated changes in climate and 

geographic connections, have affected the past and present distribution of organisms.  
6.4.G  Students know how to explain significant developments and extinctions of plant and animal life on the geologic time scale.  

 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS – WRITING 

 
W.7.1 Writing Strategies  

Students write clear, coherent, and focused essays. The writing exhibits students’ awareness of the audience and purpose. Essays contain 

formal introductions, supporting evidence, and conclusions. Students’ progress through the stages of the writing process as needed.  

Organization and Focus  
W.7.2 I can create an organizational structure that balances all aspects of the composition and uses effective transitions between 
 sentences to unify important ideas.  
W.7.3  I can support all statements and claims with anecdotes, descriptions, facts and statistics, and specific examples.  
W.7.3  I can use strategies of notetaking, outlining, and summarizing to impose structure on composition drafts.  
 
Research and Technology  
W.7.4   I can identify topics; ask and evaluate questions; and develop ideas leading to inquiry, investigation, and research.  
W.7.6  I can give credit for both quoted and paraphrased information in a bibliography by using a consistent and sanctioned 

format and methodology for citations.  
W.7.6  I can create documents by using word-processing skills and publishing programs; develop simple databases and 

spreadsheets to manage information and prepare reports. 
 
Evaluation and Revision  
W.7.5  I can revise writing to improve organization and word choice after checking the logic of the ideas and the precision of the 

vocabulary.  
 
W.7.7  Write research reports 
W.7.7 I can pose relevant and tightly drawn questions about the topic. 
W.7.1 I can convey clear and accurate perspectives on the subject. 
W.7.8 I can include evidence compiled through the formal research process (e.g., use of a card catalog, Reader’s Guide to Periodical 

Literature, a computer catalog, magazines, newspapers, dictionaries). 
W.7.8 I can document reference sources by means of footnotes and a bibliography. 
 
 
W.7.3  Write persuasive compositions: 
W.7.1 I can state a clear position or perspective in support of a proposition or proposal. 
W.7.2 I can describe the points in support of the proposition, employing well-articulated evidence. 
W.7.3 I can anticipate and address reader concerns and counterarguments. 

 



 

SCIENCE 
 
 
6.5 Structure and Function in Living Systems  
 The anatomy and physiology of plants and animals illustrate the complementary nature of structure and function. As a basis for 

understanding this concept:  
6.5.A  Students know plants and animals have levels of organization for structure and function, including cells, tissues, organs, organ 

systems, and the whole organism.  
6.5.B Students know organ systems function because of the contributions of individual organs, tissues, and cells. The failure of any part 

can affect the entire system.  
6.5.C  Students know how bones and muscles work together to provide a structural framework for movement.  
6.5.D  Students know how the reproductive organs of the human female and male generate eggs and sperm and how sexual activity may 

lead to fertilization and pregnancy.  
6.5.E  Students know the function of the umbilicus and placenta during pregnancy.  
6.5.F  Students know the structures and processes by which flowering plants generate pollen, ovules, seeds, and fruit.  
6.5.G  Students know how to relate the structures of the eye and ear to their functions.  
 
6.6 Physical Principles in Living Systems (Physical Sciences)  
  Physical principles underlie biological structures and functions. As a basis for understanding this concept:  
6.6.A  Students know visible light is a small band within a very broad electromagnetic spectrum.  
6.6.B  Students know that for an object to be seen, light emitted by or scattered from it must be detected by the eye.  
6.6.C  Students know light travels in straight lines if the medium it travels through does not change.  
6.6.D  Students know how simple lenses are used in a magnifying glass, the eye, a camera, a telescope, and a microscope.  
6.6.E  Students know that white light is a mixture of many wavelengths (colors) and that retinal cells react differently to different 

wavelengths.  
6.6.F Students know light can be reflected, refracted, transmitted, and absorbed by matter.  
6.6.G Students know the angle of reflection of a light beam is equal to the angle of incidence.  
6.6.H Students know how to compare joints in the body (wrist, shoulder, thigh) with structures used in machines and simple devices 

(hinge, ball-and-socket, and sliding joints).  
6.6.I Students know how levers confer mechanical advantage and how the application of this principle applies to the musculoskeletal 

system.  
6.6.J Students know that contractions of the heart generate blood pressure and that heart valves prevent backflow of blood in the 

circulatory system.  
 

HISTORY 
 
7.6 Students analyze the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the civilizations of Medieval Europe.  
7.6.1 Study the geography of the Europe and the Eurasian land mass, including its location, topography, waterways, vegetation, and 

climate and their relationship to ways of life in Medieval Europe. 
7.6.2 Describe the spread of Christianity north of the Alps and the roles played by the early church and by monasteries in its diffusion 

after the fall of the western half of the Roman Empire. 
7.6.3 Understand the development of feudalism, its role in the medieval European economy, the way in which it was influenced by 

physical geography (the role of the manor and the growth of towns), and how feudal relationships provided the foundation of 
political order. 

7.6.4 Demonstrate an understanding of the conflict and cooperation between the Papacy and European monarchs (e.g., Charlemagne, 
Gregory VII, Emperor Henry IV). 

7.6.5 Know the significance of developments in medieval English legal and constitutional practices and their importance in the rise of 
modern democratic thought and representative institutions (e.g., Magna Carta, parliament, development of habeas corpus, an 
independent judiciary in England). 

7.6.6 Discuss the causes and course of the religious Crusades and their effects on the Christian, Muslim, and Jewish populations in 
Europe, with emphasis on the increasing contact by Europeans with cultures of the Eastern Mediterranean world. 

7.6.7 Map the spread of the bubonic plague from Central Asia to China, the Middle East, and Europe and describe its impact on global 
population. 

7.6.8 Understand the importance of the Catholic church as a political, intellectual, and aesthetic institution (e.g., founding of universities, 
political and spiritual roles of the clergy, creation of monastic and mendicant religious orders, preservation of the Latin language 
and religious texts, St. Thomas Aquinas’s synthesis of classical philosophy 
with Christian theology, and the concept of “natural law”). 

7.6.9 Know the history of the decline of Muslim rule in the Iberian Peninsula that culminated in the Reconquista and the rise of Spanish 
and Portuguese kingdoms. 

 
7.7 Students compare and contrast the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the Meso-American and Andean 
civilizations.  
7.7.1 Study the locations, landforms, and climates of Mexico, Central America, and South 

America and their effects on Mayan, Aztec, and Incan economies, trade, and development of urban societies. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HISTORY 
 
7.7 Students compare and contrast the geographic, political, economic, religious, and social structures of the Meso-American and Andean 
civilizations.  
7.7.1 Study the locations, landforms, and climates of Mexico, Central America, and South 

America and their effects on Mayan, Aztec, and Incan economies, trade, and development of urban societies. 
7.7.2 Study the roles of people in each society, including class structures, family life, warfare, religious beliefs and practices, and slavery. 
7.7.3 Explain how and where each empire arose and how the Aztec and Incan empires were defeated by the Spanish. 
7.7.4 Describe the artistic and oral traditions and architecture in the three civilizations. 
7.7.5 Describe the Meso-American achievements in astronomy and mathematics, including the development of the calendar and the 

Meso-American knowledge of seasonal changes to the civilizations’ agricultural systems. 
 
7.8 Students analyze the origins, accomplishments, and geographic diffusion of the Renaissance.  
7.8.1 Describe the way in which the revival of classical learning and the arts fostered a new interest in humanism (i.e., a balance between 

intellect and religious faith). 
7.8.2 Explain the importance of Florence in the early stages of the Renaissance and the growth of independent trading cities (e.g., 

Venice), with emphasis on the cities’ importance in the spread of Renaissance ideas. 
7.8.3 Understand the effects of the reopening of the ancient “Silk Road” between Europe and China, including Marco Polo’s travels and 

the location of his routes. 
7.8.4 Describe the growth and effects of new ways of disseminating information (e.g., the ability to manufacture paper, translation of the 

Bible into the vernacular, printing). 
7.8.5 Detail advances made in literature, the arts, science, mathematics, cartography, engineering, and the understanding of human 

anatomy and astronomy (e.g., by Dante Alighieri, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo di Buonarroti Simoni, Johann Gutenberg, William 
Shakespeare). 

 



Quarter 4 at a Glance – 7th Grade 
Math/ELA – 5 days/week; Science/History 2-3 days/week 

April May June 
Review (1 week) 

Area, Surface Area and Volume (2 weeks) 
Area, Surface Area and Volume (1 week) 

Statistics and Probability (3 weeks) 
Statistics and Probability (1 week) 

Review (1 week) 

ELA: Humor and Despair/The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer (2 weeks) 

Old Yeller (1 week) 

ELA: Humor and Despair/Old Yeller (2 weeks)  
Poetry (2 weeks) 

ELA: Humor and Despair/Poetry (2 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Summaries of Reading Material 
(3 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Summaries of Reading Material 
(4 weeks) 

ELA WRITING: 
Organization and Focus/Research and 
Technology/Evaluation and Revision 

Write Summaries of Reading Material 
(2 weeks) 

SCIENCE: Physical Principals in Living Systems 
(2 weeks) 

Investigation & Experimentation (1 week) 

SCIENCE: Investigation & Experimentation 
(4 weeks) 

SCIENCE: Investigation & Experimentation 
(2 weeks) 

HISTORY: Reformation (3 weeks) HISTORY: Scientific Revolution (3 weeks) 
The Age of Exploration (1 week) 

HISTORY: The Age of Exploration (2 weeks) 

MATH 
Area  
Perimeter and Area       Statistics 
Area of Parallelogram       Mean, Median, and Mode  
Area of Triangles and Trapezoids      Extension – Sampling  
Circumference of a Circle       Extension - Mean Absolute Deviation (Algebra 1)  
Area of a Circle        Extension - Project  
 

Surface Area and Volume      Probability  
Classifying Solids        Introduction to Probability  
Surface Area of Rectangular Prisms      Tree Diagrams  
Volume of Rectangular Prisms      The Counting Principals  
Extension - Triangular Prisms      Extension - Project  
 

7.G.A.3   I can draw and describe geometrical figures including right rectangular prisms and right rectangular pyramids. 

7.G.A.3   I can name the two dimensional figures that represent a particular slice of a three-dimensional figure. 

 

I can solve real-world and mathematical problems involving angle measure, area, surface area and volume. 

7.G.B.4   I can state the formulas for the area and circumference of a circle and use them to solve problems. 

7.G.B.4   I can explain the relationship between the circumference and the area of a circle. 

7.G.B.6   I can solve problems involving area, volume and surface area of two-and three dimensional figures. 

 

I can use random sampling to draw conclusions about a population. 

7.SP.A.1   I can understand that inferences about a population can be made by examining a sample. 

7.SP.A.1  I can understand why generalizations made about a population from a sample are only valid if the sample represents that 

population. 

7.SP.A.2  I can use data from a random sampling to draw conclusions about a population (ex: Estimate the mean word length in a 

book by randomly sampling words from the book.). 

7.SP.A.2   I can generate multiple samples to gauge predictions. 

7.SP.B.3   I can find similarities and differences in two different data sets (including mean, median, etc.). 

7.SP.B.4   I can compare and draw conclusions from two populations based off of their means, medians and/or ranges. 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
Humor and Despair: In this final six-week unit of seventh grade, students wrap up their yearlong study of the human condition by examining 
humor and despair in literature. Students compare and contrast comic and tragic events. Evidence-based writing focuses on crafting 
narratives that depict real or imagined humorous or tragic experiences or events.  
 
I can read, understand and discuss the fiction stories I read. 
RL.7.1  I can refer to the text to find several examples to support my thoughts and inferences about a story. 
RL.7.2  I can use details from the text to determine the theme or message of a story. 
RL.7.2  I can give an unbiased summary of a story 
RL.7.3  I can explain how elements of a story work together. 
RL.7.4  I can figure out the deeper meanings of words and phrases as they are used in a story. 
RL.7.4  I can identify several types of figurative language in a text. 
RL.7.4  I can determine how rhymes and sound repetitions influence a text. 
RL.7.5  I can explain how the structure of a drama or poem helps me understand its meaning (ex: soliloquy and sonnet). 
RL.7.6  I can think and talk about how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of the different characters or narrators in a text. 
RL.7.7  I can compare and contrast the written version of a story, drama or poem to its multimedia or stage production. 
RL.7.7  I can identify unique production techniques of stage, film and multimedia (ex: lighting, sound, color or camera focus and angles in a 

film). 
RL.7.10  I can read and understand stories, dramas and poems at my grade level and above (with help where needed). 
 
I can understand and collaborate with all kinds of people. 
SL.7.1  I can effectively participate in different types of discussions and with different people about 7th grade topics, texts and issues. 
SL.7.1  I can build on others’ ideas and express my own ideas clearly in discussions with others. 
SL.7.1A  I can come to discussions prepared to share my ideas because I have read or studied the required material. 
SL.7.1A  I can participate in discussions more effectively by using examples and evidence from the text to help me reflect on the ideas in the 

discussion. 
SL.7.1C  I can ask questions and comment about a topic to encourage others to respond and stay on topic during discussions. 
SL.7.2  I can analyze the main ideas and supporting details when information is presented in diverse media or formats (visually, orally or in 

numbers). 
SL.7.2  I can explain how the ideas presented in diverse media and different formats clarify a topic, text or issue. 
SL.7.4  I can give a presentation that makes claims using relevant descriptions facts, details and examples 
SL.7.4  I can use appropriate eye contact and volume, as well as speak clearly, when I present ideas to others. 
SL.7.6  I can adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.  
 
 
I can use what I know about language in different situations. 
L.7.3  I can use what I know about the English language to write, speak, read and listen. 
L.7.5  I can show that I understand the deeper meanings of words and phrases. 
L.7.6  I can learn and use new vocabulary appropriate for seventh grade. 
L.7.6  I can show new knowledge of vocabulary when I think about how words or phrases are important to meaning or expression. 
 

MATH 
I can develop, use and evaluate probability modes. 

7.SP.C.5  I can recognize and explain that the probability of a chance event is a number between 0 and 1 that expresses how likely 

an event is to occur (ex: When rolling a number cube 600 times, predict that a 3 or 6 would be rolled roughly 200 times, 

but probably not exactly 200 times.). 

7.SP.C.6   I can collect data to approximate probability. 

7.SP.C.6   I can use probability to predict the number of times an event will occur. 

7.SP.C.7   I can investigate, develop and use probabilities to help me solve problems. 

7.SP.C.7   I can compare probabilities to observed frequencies. 

7.SP.C.7A  I can develop a uniform probability model and use it to determine the probability of an event occurring. 

7.SP.C.7B  I can develop a probability model by observing frequencies in data developed from a chance process. 

7.SP.C.8   I can find probabilities of multiple events using organized lists, tables, tree diagrams and simulation. 

7.SP.C.8A  I can use the sample space to compare the number of favorable outcomes to the total number of outcomes and then 

determine the probability of the compound event. 

7.SP.C.8B  I can explain the outcomes in the sample space that make up an event. 

7.SP.C.8C  I can design and use simulation to predict the probability of a compound event. 

 



 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS – WRITING 

W.7.3 I can write narrative stories with good technique appropriate detailed descriptions and logical sequences. 
W.7.3B I can use different techniques such as dialogue, pacing and descriptive words to help develop the characters and plots of my stories. 
W.7.3D    I can use very specific words and phrases, descriptive details and sensory language to reveal the action and experiences of a story. 
W.7.4 I can produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and 
                  audience.  
W.7.5 I can, with some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, 

editing, rewriting or trying a new approach.  
W.7.6  I can use technology, including the Internet, to produce and publish writing and link to and cite sources as well as to interact and 

collaborate with others, including linking and citing sources.  
W.7.9  I can draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.  
W.7.10  I can write with stamina for short time frames or over a longer period of time depending on my purpose, audience and topic. 
W.7.1 Writing Strategies  

Students write clear, coherent, and focused essays. The writing exhibits students’ awareness of the audience and purpose. Essays contain 
formal introductions, supporting evidence, and conclusions. Students’ progress through the stages of the writing process as needed.  
Organization and Focus  
W.7.2 I can create an organizational structure that balances all aspects of the composition and uses effective transitions between 
 sentences to unify important ideas.  
W.7.3  I can support all statements and claims with anecdotes, descriptions, facts and statistics, and specific examples.  
W.7.3  I can use strategies of notetaking, outlining, and summarizing to impose structure on composition drafts.  
Research and Technology  
W.7.4   I can identify topics; ask and evaluate questions; and develop ideas leading to inquiry, investigation, and research.  
W.7.6  I can give credit for both quoted and paraphrased information in a bibliography by using a consistent and sanctioned 

format and methodology for citations.  
W.7.6  I can create documents by using word-processing skills and publishing programs; develop simple databases and 

spreadsheets to manage information and prepare reports. 
Evaluation and Revision  
W.7.5  I can revise writing to improve organization and word choice after checking the logic of the ideas and the precision of the 

vocabulary.  
W.7.4  Write Summaries of Reading Materials:  
W.7.4      I can include the main ideas and most significant details. 
W.7.8      I can use my own words, except for quotations. 
W.7.8      I can reflect underlying meaning, not just the superficial details. 

 

SCIENCE 
 
6.6 Physical Principles in Living Systems (Physical Sciences)  
  Physical principles underlie biological structures and functions. As a basis for understanding this concept:  
6.6.A  Students know visible light is a small band within a very broad electromagnetic spectrum.  
6.6.B  Students know that for an object to be seen, light emitted by or scattered from it must be detected by the eye.  
6.6.C  Students know light travels in straight lines if the medium it travels through does not change.  
6.6.D  Students know how simple lenses are used in a magnifying glass, the eye, a camera, a telescope, and a microscope.  
6.6.E  Students know that white light is a mixture of many wavelengths (colors) and that retinal cells react differently to different 

wavelengths.  
6.6.F Students know light can be reflected, refracted, transmitted, and absorbed by matter.  
6.6.G Students know the angle of reflection of a light beam is equal to the angle of incidence.  
6.6.H Students know how to compare joints in the body (wrist, shoulder, thigh) with structures used in machines and simple devices 

(hinge, ball-and-socket, and sliding joints).  
6.6.I Students know how levers confer mechanical advantage and how the application of this principle applies to the musculoskeletal 

system.  
6.6.J Students know that contractions of the heart generate blood pressure and that heart valves prevent backflow of blood in the 

circulatory system.  
 
7.1 Investigation and Experimentation 
  Scientific progress is made by asking meaningful questions and conducting careful investigations. As a basis for understanding this 

concept and addressing the content in the other three strands, students should develop their own questions and perform 
investigations. Students will:  

7.1.A  Select and use appropriate tools and technology (including calculators, computers, balances, spring scales, microscopes, and 
binoculars) to perform tests, collect data, and display data.  

7.1.B  Use a variety of print and electronic resources (including the World Wide Web) to collect information and evidence as part of a 
research project.  

7.1.C Communicate the logical connection among hypotheses, science concepts, tests conducted, data collected, and conclusions drawn 
from the scientific evidence.  

7.1.D Construct scale models, maps, and appropriately labeled diagrams to communicate scientific knowledge (e.g., motion of Earth’s 
plates and cell structure).  

7.1.E Communicate the steps and results from an investigation in written reports and oral presentations.  
 



 

 

 

HISTORY 
7.11 Students analyze political and economic change in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries (the Age of Exploration, the 
Enlightenment, and the Age of Reason).  
7.11.1 Know the great voyages of discovery, the locations of the routes, and the influence of cartography in the development of a new 

European worldview. 
7.11.2 Discuss the exchanges of plants, animals, technology, culture, and ideas among Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and the major economic and social effects on each continent. 
7.11.3 Examine the origins of modern capitalism; the influence of mercantilism and cottage industry; the elements and importance of a 

market economy in seventeenth-century Europe; the changing international trading and marketing patterns, including their 
locations on a world map; and the influence of explorers and map makers. 

7.11.4 Explain how the main ideas of the Enlightenment can be traced back to such movements as the Renaissance, the Reformation, and 
the Scientific Revolution and to the Greeks, Romans, and Christianity. 

7.11.5 Describe how democratic thought and institutions were influenced by Enlightenment thinkers (e.g., John Locke, Charles-Louis 
Montesquieu, American founders). 

7.11.6 Discuss how the principles in the Magna Carta were embodied in such documents as the English Bill of Rights and the American 
Declaration of Independence. 

7.9 Students analyze the historical developments of the Reformation.  
 
7.9.1 List the causes for the internal turmoil in and weakening of the Catholic Church (e.g., tax policies, selling of indulgences). 
7.9.2 Describe the theological, political, and economic ideas of the major figures during the Reformation (e.g., Desiderius Erasmus, Martin 

Luther, John Calvin, William Tyndale). 
7.9.3 Explain Protestants’ new practices of church self-government and the influence of those practices on the development of 

democratic practices and ideas of federalism. 
7.9.4 Identify and locate the European regions that remained Catholic and those that became Protestant and explain how the division 

affected the distribution of religions in the New World. 
7.9.5 Analyze how the Counter-Reformation revitalized the Catholic Church and the forces that fostered the movement (e.g., St. Ignatius 

of Loyola and the Jesuits, the Council of Trent). 
7.9.6 Understand the institution and impact of missionaries on Christianity and the diffusion of Christianity from Europe to other parts of 

the world in the medieval and early modern periods; locate missions on a world map. 
7.9.7 Describe the Golden Age of cooperation between Jews and Muslims in medieval Spain that promoted creativity in art, literature, 

and science, including how that cooperation was terminated by the religious persecution of individuals and groups (e.g., the Spanish 
Inquisition and the expulsion of Jews and Muslims from Spain in 1492). 

7.10 Students analyze the historical developments of the Scientific Revolution and its lasting effect on religious, political, and cultural 
institutions.  
7.10.1 Discuss the roots of the Scientific Revolution (e.g., Greek rationalism; Jewish, Christian, and Muslim science; Renaissance humanism; 

new knowledge from global exploration). 
7.10.2 Understand the significance of the new scientific theories (e.g., those of Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton) and the significance of 

new inventions (e.g., the telescope, microscope, thermometer, barometer). 
7.10.3 Understand the scientific method advanced by Bacon and Descartes, the influence of new scientific rationalism on the growth of 

democratic ideas, and the coexistence of science with traditional religious beliefs. 

 


